[Mechanism of attention in sleep--the changes of waveforms of event-related potentials in sleep].
Since attention has such a close correlation with arousal level, the influence of sleep on the waveforms of event related potential (= ERP) must be studied in advance for evaluating attentiveness of human mental activity. ERP, which odd-ball paradigm was used to elicit, was examined in 9 adult and healthy subjects from arousal to sleep. And ERP during a whole night was also examined in 5 of them to study the relation of the waveforms of ERP and sleep stages including a stage of rapid eye movement. As a result, there were some clear differences between the waveforms of the rare and frequent stimuli, and with change of sleep stages the differences also changed. Remarkable increase of amplitude and prolongation of latency of P200 and N200 were found in the waves of target stimuli in stage I. Activities of both components were connected with each other like a complexed component and preceded by the change of P300 activities. The waveforms of target stimuli in stage II had same kind of components with those of arousal stage. There were increased P200, N200, P300 activities and subsequent large negative activity which we called N3. These components were not clear in the waveforms of non-target stimuli. But P300 and N3 components were disappeared gradually during stage III. The averaged waveforms in stage III accompanied with 14-16 Hz fast wave suggested that they were identical with K-complex of sleep EEG. Add to this result, the habituation usually observed on P200 and N200 of nontarget stimuli in arousal let us to think that they are also identical with orienting reflex by rare and novel stimuli of external events (Sokolov). According to the result of examination changing the probability of target stimuli (20%----50%----80%), the waves of target stimuli in stage II were dependent on the probability of rare stimuli as well as in arousal stage. The dependence on probability was thought to reflect an automatic processing of selecting stimuli by orienting reflex in sleep. Another 3 subjects were examined of auditory evoked response in sleep with the same stimuli and without a task of counting numbers of rare stimuli. In stage II, however, they showed the waveforms by rare stimuli just like those by rare and target stimuli of 9 subjects. Then, it was supposed that attentiveness for external stimuli might be existent in sleep and changeable with sleep stages.